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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

 

A. Background of the Study  

The Help is a novel by American author Kathryn Stockett. The story is 

about an African American working in white households in Jackson, 

Mississippi, during the early 1960s. It tells a group of women who get together 

to write a book about the experiences of Afro-American working for a white 

families. The Help by Kathryn Stockett was released in 2009 and became a 

bestseller. In 2011 the book also became a successful and popular movie. The 

Help brings up race issues in the Southern US. 

The reason why Kathryn Stockett wrote The Help is described in her 

essay 'Too little, too late'. She explained that The Help’s plot is related to her 

childhood, her view on racial relationships in her country, and her ethical 

intentions (Stockett, 2009: 457-461). Stockett explained that she felt ashamed 

with her ‘bad attitude and view’ about her black Nanny, Demetrie, and she 

wanted to make it up now. She called her feeleing as 'white mistake' that she 

represented as a character of Skeeter, the main white character, in The Help. 

Her view became complicated given the historical context of racial segregation 

and the Afro-American Civil Rights movement (Vieytes, 2016). Before writing 

her novel, Stockett traced back the historical context of black servants through 

conducting interviews with both black housemaids and the children they raised 

in 1860s.  
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However, during her observations, she found the fear of Black women to 

reveal their condition when they became white ladies’ servant, like the story of 

Skeeter in this novel. The resulting book caused a lot of commotion not only in 

Jackson. Although the main characters do not participate in the actual civil 

rights movement, some of them tred to make changes in their own lives. 

Taken place in Jackson, Mississippi in the early 1960s as the background, 

The Help by Kathryn Stockett shows racial segregation and inequality toward 

Afro-American community. The Help is narrated by three women, Minny a 

black maid who was difficult to get job because of her tempered personality, 

Aibileen, a black servant who worked in Miss Leefolt’s family to raise Mae 

Mobley, and Miss Skeeter, a white woman who wanted to be a writer. She had 

been raised by a black servant since she was young, and she was still wonder 

why her beloved maid, Constantine, was disappeared (The Guardian, 2013). 

Help is a black community who spent their lives raising white family. On the 

other hand, their own children were taken care by others. The helps spent their 

days feeding, dressing, and playing with the children they raised. They watched 

the children grow and change like white community in general, who 

unfortunately, discriminate against the black maids, those who had raised them.   

The Help portrays racial segregation and inequality over Afro-American 

in Southern America. The chapters of the novel reveal the truth about what 

black servants consider of their white employers. Aibileen described that their 

employers were unfair for their help. Black servants were often accused of 

stealing for some mistakes they made. The black servants were and powerless 
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to defend themselves. A white woman can fire her help with arbitrary, inciting 

her white friends so that the black main could not get any job, and once, she 

destroyed the black maid’s life. Aibeleen also experienced such miser for the 

death of his son. The white men in the wood factory, a place where his son 

worked, did help him fast enough. This shows racial prejudice went both ways 

(Young, 2017).  

The Help reveals Afro-American life in the 1960s. On the other hand, 

The Help received criticism in other categories such as the novel’s language 

and its characters. Stockett explained that an editor, previously, wanted to 

change the dialogue in her novel. But she insisted to maintain it, because she 

wanted Afro-American characters to be different from white characters, 

because that was what she remembered in her memory. However, in some 

essays and interview, Stockett never explained why The Help contains a 

different and unique dialect, different from the black community dialect in 

general (McHaney, 2014).  

As a literary work, the novel is assumed to be a mirror of the real world. 

Affirmed by Teeuw (1984: 50) in his book Sastra dan Ilmu Sastra, the 

framework Abrams critics was evaluating literary works by imitating the world 

known as mimesis criticism. The characters and setting in the story may 

represent age, culture and social in a particular place. In literary works, the 

readers can find characters that experience many conflicts. The conflict has a 

significant impact on the character's personality. The social conditions of 

society can be the target of a striking revocation in literary works (Endraswara, 
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2003:77). Literature as a way of communication, communicating thoughts, 

feelings, expressions, and criticism of the writer against the social conditions at 

that time (Endraswara, 2003: 83).Swingewood and Laurenson said: 

Literature too pre-eminently concerned withman’s social world, 
his adaptation to it and his desire to change it. Thus, the novel as 
the major literary genre of industrial society can be seen as a 
faithful attempt to recreate the social world of man’s  
relationwith his family, with politics, with the State (Laurenson 
and Swingewood, 1972: 12). 
 

The Help illustrates racial segregation and equality toward Afro-

Americans in South America. It is beneficially for analyzing this novel using 

theory of racism and racial segregation in America. Initially, Afro-American 

segregation and oppression created poverty and continued social and economic 

dislocation in South America. It mostly became political phenomena, not only 

as phenomena of individual or group inadequacies (Jennings 1992:4). Although 

the marginalization of Afro-Americans is embedded in historical issues, it goes 

on to say that this study is interesting in being investigated, and also having 

important consequence of political and political and social structures. 

In this study, the researcher also describes the background of American 

society when the author wrote the novel. It may include social, economic, 

political, cultural and religious aspects. By knowing the social background 

itself, the researcher can analyze what the author really wanted to say through 

her work and how suffering is reflected in Kathryn Stockett’s The Help. The 

Help is an interesting novel to analyze. As long as the researcher knows, there 

is not any researches which have been done related to the novel at the 
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Muhammadiyah University of Surakarta. Thus, the researcher decided to 

conduct a research on racial segregation and inequality toward Afro-Americans 

in Southern America in Kathryn Stockett's The Help using Sociological 

Approach.  

 

B. Formulation of Problems 

The study is formulated as:  

1. What are the indicators of racial segregation and inequality over Afro-

American community in Southern America in the novel? 

2. How are racial segregation and inequality over Afro-American community 

in Southern America depicted in the novel? 

3. Why did the author specifically address the racial segregation and inequality 

in the novel? 

 

C. Objectives of the Study 

The objectives of the study are:  

1. To describe the indicators of racial segregation and inequality over Afro-

American community in Southern America in The Help.  

2. To describe racial segregation and inequality over Afro-American 

community in Southern America depicted inThe Help.  

3. To describe why the author specifically address the racial segregation and 

inequality inThe Help.  
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D. The Significances of the Study  

1. Theoretical benefit 

This study aims to provide additional information on literature 

researches, especially dealing with The Help novel by Kathryn Stockett 

2. Practical benefits 

The significances of this research is in order to give information to 

the readers more about the novel. The study of the novel is also expected to 

give benefit to the readers of literary work, to understand moral values 

illustrated in its characters and provides a better understanding of Kathryn 

Stockett's distinctive writing. On the other hand, it also increases and adds 

new vocabulary, and improves English learning understanding through this 

novel.  

 

E. Organization of the Thesis 

This thesis consists of five chapters. Chapter one includes: (a) 

Background of the Study; (b) Formulation of Problems; (c) The Objectives of 

the Research; (d) Benefits of the Research; and (e) Organization of the Thesis. 

Chapter two discusses: (a) Underlying Theory, (b) Previous Studies, and (c) 

Novelty. Chapter three provides detailed information on the research 

methodology. The design of research sites, data and data sources, data 

reliability, methods of collecting and analyzing data are also presented in this 

chapter. Chapter four provides the findings and discussion of this research. 

Chapter 5 highlights the conclusions of this study, pedagogical implications 
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and presents some suggestions for further study and teacher professional 

development 

 

 


